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Synopsis

This paper provides a first step in addressing special considerations for youth in a relatively new area of physical activity research. After reviewing the urgent need for novel approaches to increasing physical activity, the growing interest in the effects of community design are discussed. Although most discussion on this topic has focused on adults, there are important differences between youth and adults that warrant a special focus on youth and need to be accounted for. This article presents a schematic that accounts for how and where youth spend their time, decomposing the day into time spent in travel and time spent at destinations, and identifying portions of those times that are spent engaged in physical activity. By focusing on both spatial and behavioral dimensions of youth time, the schematic may help organize and advance scientific inquiry into the relationships between community design and physical activity specifically for youth. (Am J Health Promot 2004;0(0):000–000.)

INTRODUCTION

Physical inactivity is a major public health concern for the U.S. population, particularly youth. National data indicate that nearly one third of youth are insufficiently active, and more than half of all youth fall far short of recommended levels of vigorous activity. These patterns persist despite widespread documentation and reporting of the health benefits of physical activity and the health risks associated with physical inactivity, overweight, and obesity. In addition to higher-than-ever proportions of overweight and obese children, there has also been an alarming rise among youth of type 2 diabetes, an obesity-related disease historically seen almost exclusively with adult onset. In light of these trends, demand is increasing for new and expanded theories to explain these behavioral patterns and serve as the basis for novel intervention approaches.

One intriguing approach draws from the fields of public health and urban planning to suggest that levels of physical activity are related to patterns of urban development. These hypotheses are still relatively general in nature and are only recently being tested. Within this nascent area, little attention has been devoted to examining such relationships specifically for youth or providing a systematic approach for doing so. Because youth and adolescence represent unique parts of the life course that are particularly important in the development of lifelong behavior patterns, this is an important gap to fill. To that end, this paper provides a first step to adding a special youth focus to the scientific inquiry into the effects of community design on patterns of physical activity (defined as children ages 7 to 16 years, younger than driving age). After setting the context and making the case for a special focus on youth, we present a schematic designed to help frame further discourse and research, discuss its theoretical underpinnings, and briefly suggest its potential applications in future investigations.

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT

Theoretical approaches that have been applied to physical activity research to date have mostly focused on single levels of analysis, for example, the individual, institutional, or community level rather than a multilevel approach that explicitly acknowledges multiple levels of behavioral influence, including possible cross-level interactions (e.g., be-
between individual and community characteristics). The greatest focus has been on individual-level constructs and processes. Empirical applications of these theories have generally explained relatively small proportions of variance in physical activity, prompting arguments that the stage is set for innovation to expand theoretical models to integrate individual characteristics with the broader social and physical environments in which human behavior occurs.

Interest from both the scientific and popular literature is increasingly focusing on possible causal links between community design and levels of physical activity. Specifically, the potential for a neighborhood designed to curb Americans' appetite for auto travel is a topic that has generated considerable interest. Sprawl—urban development characterized by low-density, detached single-family housing and dispersed commercial centers almost exclusively served by the automobile—has emerged as a possible culprit contributing to decreased levels of physical activity. Calls echoing throughout the transportation community urge compact development, a mixing of land uses, and urban design improvements (e.g., sidewalks, gridded streets, and street crossings). Planning proposals that incorporate such features have been dubbed "new urbanism" and "smart growth." In response to these calls, there has been a blizzard of research examining assertions that community redesign will help reduce the prevalence of automobile trips and increase walking, transit, and cycling trips. An outgrowth of this research yields a direct application for public health—the hypothesis that implementing smart growth principles will help foster and promote "active living," defined as a lifestyle in which people get at least 30 minutes of moderate physical activity as part of their daily routines.

THE NEED FOR A FOCUS ON YOUTH

The above discussions, however, have focused almost entirely on adults. Notwithstanding an occasional reference to the special case of youth and other nondriving populations, few theories and hypotheses have been advanced that connect the built environment and physical activity specifically among youth. This is troubling in light of critical differences in needs and activities between youth and adults. Unlike most adults, youth are (1) required to spend a large part of the day at school; (2) expected to use a considerable amount of their unobligated (nonschool) time for enrichment, recreation, and developmental activities; (3) more likely to get physical activity through spontaneous play; (4) unable to own or operate motor vehicles; and (5) subject to restrictive laws and family rules governing their travel and destinations. These characteristics uniquely affect the major travel mode choices, destinations, and physical activities of youth. Consequently, relying solely on investigations of community design and adult physical activity is likely to miss important differences for youth.

In response, our work seeks to fill this gap by linking what is already known about youth physical activity with the current lines of inquiry concerning community design and physical activity. Results from an active line of research about youth physical activity are becoming widely available. Considerable progress has been made toward conceptualizing and empirically identifying determinants of youth physical activity, including demographic factors, psychological factors, social and cultural factors, and environmental factors.

Although elements of community design are certainly environmental, the research to date on environmental determinants of youth physical activity has focused more on access to physical activity equipment and facilities and programs and less on specific community design elements, such as street networks, transportation systems, and neighborhood walkability or bikability. In light of the current interest in the effects of such design elements on physical activity and initial progress in specifying particular elements that may affect adults' walking and cycling for transport and recreation, it is important to begin to fill this void in the literature on youth physical activity.

This task is undoubtedly difficult because community design determinants will differ by age (and probably other individual characteristics) of youth. For example, community design elements such as bicycle paths or a well-marked pedestrian crosswalk system are more likely to encourage or facilitate physical activity in a 5-year-old than a 7-year-old, who instead values proximity to safe, fun playgrounds. Yet despite the difficulty, the compelling evidence of insufficient youth physical activity combined with evidence that physical activity and other obesity-related health behaviors track from adolescence into young adulthood make this a worthy task. As discussed earlier, the preadolescent and adolescent years are a critical time for intervention to promote healthful lifelong behaviors.

A SCHEMATIC FOR FOCUSING ON YOUTH

To help advance our understanding of how community design features may affect youth physical activity, we offer a schematic designed to help organize and guide further scientific inquiry in this area. The schematic is guided by existing literature on youth physical activity and the emerging literature on community design and physical activity. We draw from several related disciplines and take an approach that considers what King et al. term "choice-enabling" microenvironmental, mesoenvironmental, and macroenvironmental factors that affect physical activity and travel behavior, in addition to the more traditional "choice-driven" intrapersonal factors. We also draw from social ecological models of human behavior and utility theory. Social ecological models posit that in addition to intradeterminants, human behavior is shaped by higher-level factors, including organizational, policy, social, and physical environments, as well as dynamic interactions across multiple domains. Utility theory posits that individuals behave in ways to maximize their own utility, which is unobservable. Utility theory has been central to advances in modeling behaviors involving discrete choices such as travel mode (e.g., walking, taking transit, or driving) and is useful for thinking about complex behaviors with multilevel determinants (i.e., psychosocial, economic, or behav-
ioral). By examining observed behaviors, we can infer bundles of activities that are preferred and estimate the willingness to engage in particular behaviors as a function of attributes associated with individuals, their families, and their physical and social environments.

Our approach is to focus on how youth spend their time. Both the empirical and theoretical sources suggest that youth allocation of time is a function of many factors that interact in complex ways. Unfortunately, there are few data available to provide full descriptions of how and where youth spend their time. Although travel data may be used for this purpose, the available data on youth travel behavior is limited because it is too general (and even a bit dated), 49 examines only a specific purpose or program,50 is supply driven by looking only at the availability of destination opportunities, 51 or is based on only after-school activities.31 Few, if any, studies of how youth spend their time have incorporated geographic and/or spatial community features.31 Yet to help identify intervention opportunities, it is important to understand where youth go, how they get there, how long they spend there, what they do there, and what influences their allocation of time and activities.

Using a logic approach, one way to account completely for time is to decompose it into time spent in travel and time spent at destinations. Because of some general similarity in how most youth spend their time (attending school daily, sleeping and doing some activities at home daily, spending some free time with friends or peers, or engaged in activities outside the home most days), we assume that some common patterns in travel needs and types of destinations exist that apply to most youth. With-
activity might be most effective or have the greatest impact (for example, by increasing access to school or home through walking, biking, or skating, by increasing youth access to recreational facilities, or by modifying existing destinations to increase on-site physical activity).

As noted above, of central importance is the distinction between physically active vs. inactive time (Figure 1). In travel, physically active time includes nonmotorized travel (e.g., walking, cycling, in-line skating); physically inactive travel is characterized by the youth as a passenger being transported without notable energy expenditure. Similarly, time spent at destinations is either active or inactive. Figure 1 provides examples of both active and inactive behaviors at each type of destination. For example, physically inactive time at home may include sleeping or using the computer; active discretionary time could be playing an unstructured game of tag in a park. From a public health perspective, the gray, shaded areas representing time spent in physical activity are critical and should be targeted for expansion. Figure 1 makes explicit that both travel time and time spent at destinations can contribute to accrual of physical activity throughout the day.

The actual amount of time allocated across destination types and in travel between them is not likely to be equally distributed as suggested by the simple rectangular figure. To describe particular youth populations more accurately, graphic changes may be made. For example, the schematic can reflect different patterns of time allocation across destination types (by adjusting row heights to affect area), different physical activity patterns (by adjusting the area and placement of the gray shading), or varying portions of time spent at a destination or in travel (by adjusting the dotted line). Such adaptations would produce variations of the general schematic that could be used to help guide needs assessments, identify gaps in our knowledge of youth activities, and describe subpopulations of youth, such as more active and more sedentary youth. In conjunction with information on the social, physical, and institutional environments of particular populations, these graphic variations could also be used to identify time segments and their corresponding physical locations that are more or less malleable or amenable to intervention.

Figure 2 (a, b, and c) is an example of variations on the general schematic adapted to three different, relatively common patterns of youth behavior. The total time within the bold black lines is the same—1440 minutes. In each variation, the bulk of time is spent at home and school; this is intuitively consistent with where children spend most of their 1440 minutes. However, differences in how active or inactive their school and home time and travel are, as well as differences in how nonschool time is spent, can yield dramatically different patterns and quantities of shaded (active) time. Figure 2a represents the time allocation of a child who bicycles to and from school and frequently participates in competitive sports practices and tournaments, spending few waking hours at home. Figure 2b represents the time allocation of a child who is transported to and from school and engages in a lot of sedentary behavior but participates actively in physical education class and uses active travel to visit friends. Figure 2c, which is almost totally without shading, represents the time allocation of a child who is transported most places and engages almost exclusively in sedentary behaviors, is not active at school, and does very little physical activity most days.

RESEARCH APPLICATIONS

As described above, there has been little work that considers how the relationships between community design and physical activity may be unique for youth. To begin to answer this question, we need more information about where and how youth spend their time. In the early stages of this work, the general schematic presented here may be useful as a guide to help ensure that instruments and measures are designed to provide the necessary information to empirically refine the representation of time allocation and to specifically incorporate details on both spatial (destinations) and behavioral (active or inactive) dimensions. This information will then help refine the schematic to describe the youth population. One general adaptation may be useful, or it may instead prove most useful to develop separate variations for boys and girls, urban and rural youth, active and sedentary youth, and so on. These variations could be augmented with maps, tables, or qualitative data to create a rich description of where and how youth time is allocated.

An intermediate and requisite step would include more detailed youth activity monitoring and recording to allow the precise identification of times and locations of activity. For this type of advanced investigation, existing methods such as physical activity and travel diaries or recalls, as well as electronic monitors, may be able to be adapted and refined, for example, by adding multiple prompts to record activity or increasing participant incentives. New methods, such as video surveillance, global positioning systems, and other technological advances, are also likely to be instrumental. These techniques would invariably be married with geographic information systems to develop and operationally define a set of quantitative urban form measures.

With more complete data on youth time allocation, including spatial and behavioral details, the schematic may also be a useful tool to help with hypothesis generation. To date, hypotheses concerning community design and physical activity have been fairly general. Pikora and colleagues recently presented a conceptual framework that identified four “features” of the physical environment—functional, safety, aesthetic, and destination—expected to affect walking and cycling behavior. Within each category, they offered several key elements (such as traffic, streetscape, and views) and concrete candidate “items” that operationally define the elements. These represent specific hypotheses that have the potential to move scientific inquiries forward considerably. Similar work is needed to ensure that youth are not left behind, and the schematic presented here may be one useful tool for such work.

As the science progresses, variations of the schematic tailored to represent particular target populations may be helpful for identifying intervention opportunities. In fact,
Figure 2

Variation of Daily Time Expenditure

a) Variation of daily time expenditure for youth who bicycle to and from school and frequently participate in (and is transported to) non-school-based, far-away competitive sports practices and spend relatively little time at home.

b) Variation of daily time expenditure for youth who are driven to school, actively participate in physical education class (but no other school-based activities), frequently in-line skate to visit friends in a different neighborhood, and watch considerable television but engage in few obligatory activities.

c) Variation of daily time expenditure for youth who primarily engage in sedentary behavior, are transported most places, and rarely engage in any form of physical activity.

collecting and filling in information to help tailor local variations on the schematic could be one potential way to engage community members and stakeholders interested in promoting youth activity. From the “lifestyle activity” approach that acknowledges the benefits of accruing minutes of physical activity throughout the day,2,30,56,57 such information would enrich interventionists’ understanding of opportunities and barriers in both space and time for youth to do so.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we argue that because of key differences between youth and adult populations, a special focus on youth is warranted as the science of community design and physical activity advances. To facilitate this focus, we offer a schematic as a tool for organizing data about how and where youth spend their time and identifying possible areas for intervention to increase the proportion of time that is spent being physically active. The schematic is grounded in social, ecological models of human behavior and utility theory and is amenable to use with complementary theories as well. As the field of inquiry concerning community design and physical activity advances, it is important to consider how the relationships may be different for youth. The schematic offered here has not yet been empirically tested; in conjunction with a strong theoretical guide that considers individual- and community-level (and higher-level) influences on behavior, it provides a useful tool for doing so in future work.
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